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Abstract—This paper contends that achieving real exascale performance for a collection of useful applications requires the management features provided by virtualization and cloud computing. The critical concern is to achieve a performance target while minimizing cost, and the relevant costs are largely related to bandwidth and power. Virtualization technologies provide the substrate for managing heterogeneous computing platforms, providing isolation among applications, optimizing resource allocation and communication, and customizing operating environments as needed for different workloads.

I. INTRODUCTION

Exascale performance enables qualitatively different kinds of applications from previous generations of high-performance computing (HPC), but also faces fundamentally different challenges [1]. Although performance is the key goal in achieving exascale, the costs are fundamentally different than current systems. The cost of transistors and cores is rapidly diminishing, but power remains a critical cost. Current trends point toward “dark silicon” where systems cannot provide enough power to supply all computational resources simultaneously [2]. Achieving exascale performance thus becomes an issue of managing power consumption efficiently while meeting workload performance needs.

Potential workloads for exascale include big data analysis, computational biology, and multiphysics simulation [3], [4]. These workloads show diverse characteristics, such as having different phases with performance bounds set primarily by computation, memory bandwidth, memory latency, network bandwidth, network latency, or I/O interactions. Differing limitations suggest the need to use different resources with widely varying power and performance characteristics. We argue that for exascale to reach a diverse set of workloads, runtime systems must support system-wide allocation and scheduling of shared resources such as accelerators and network links, intelligent control of heterogeneity, and workload-specific operating-system customization. All of these requirements build naturally upon the management features of virtualized cloud computing infrastructures. While virtualization adds some overhead, recent work shows that this overhead is shrinking and, in some cases, becoming negligible [5]–[7]. Further overhead reductions will arise as processors and devices continue to add hardware virtualization support [8], [9], ideally becoming comparable to the overhead of using a compiler rather than hand-coded assembly.

Note that exascale OS and runtime face numerous other challenges, such as fault tolerance and parallel programming. Our concurrent position paper addresses those issues more thoroughly, as well as the connection between them [10].

II. PROPOSED STRATEGY

Two techniques form the foundation of the proposed OS and runtime strategies described here: cost-based resource allocation and dynamic adaptation. The following describes each of these in more detail.

A. Cost-based resource allocation

Current resource allocation models in the cloud use capability-based decision-making: for example, if an application requests a specific CPU architecture, it can only be assigned to a node with that architecture [11]. Similarly, code with a GPU section must be assigned to a GPU node. However, this model is both too restrictive and incomplete. It is too restrictive because any system can run any code correctly, even if not with the desired efficiency. It is incomplete because it does not provide a system-wide way of prioritizing jobs for heterogeneous resources or meeting power constraints.

Instead, this work suggests using a cost model for resource allocation decisions. The cost model considers characteristics of applications and architectures. For example, it may suggest that a control-heavy section of code can run on an x86 CPU ten times faster than on a GPU but that a highly concurrent region of the same code with a CUDA implementation can run 100 times faster on a GPU. At first, these cost parameters could be specified by the programmer; however, a better method would be to perform application-level analysis of kernels and correlate those to microbenchmark performance (following the method of Saavedra and Smith [12]). Further, work should be assigned to cores in heterogeneous systems so as to balance the workload when running parallel applications, as the scheduler can consider achievable platform performance to avoid load imbalances that hurt concurrency.

Beyond core-level architecture and performance, however, the cost model must also consider the impact of inter-core communication. Applications will have information about overall communication volume and frequency so that those applications with high communication needs can be scheduled with communicating cores topologically close to each other. This will both reduce the network latency of critical messages and reduce congestion. Applications with low communication needs can be topologically assigned in a “best effort” way.

The system must also consider power-efficiency. Each resource will register an active power estimate with the scheduler (again based either on an assertion by the system designer or based on active measurements). The scheduler must also know about system-level power constraints (such as the total amount of power that can be fed to a given multicore chip). Power costs arise not only from computational resources but also from communication. Just like communication performance, communication power depends on the volume of traffic, network congestion, and the topological distance of messages.

The scheduler can use a mathematical program solver to maximize aggregate throughput, minimize the latency of some job, or meet some other objective function while considering power, communication, and the performance of individual
components. Virtualization is a key enabling technology since the actual details of the computational resources are hidden from the application. Even the ISA can be considered as a virtualizable resource as accelerators begin to include features like virtualization support and virtualization platforms use binary translation. For example, a code component targeted for a GPU can be scheduled onto a CPU using binary translation if it is not performance-critical and there is no GPU currently available. The OS and runtime thus form the core of a vertically-integrated system for achieving high performance.

B. Dynamic Adaptation

Run-time adaptation at both the application and system level is desirable. Our approach to introspection and self-management incorporates an observe-orient-decide-act (OODA) loop. The system observes the actual behavior of the running application, updating the information that was previously captured in cost model parameters used when scheduling. This includes understanding the actual sections of code that are dynamically executed and the types of operations used. Additionally, the system should monitor the dynamic communication pattern using a method such as instrumented communication libraries [13]. This analysis may lead to different outcomes than what was earlier predicted by either the application-level programmer or compiler-time static analysis.

Such introspective analysis of uncertain, irregular, or changing communication patterns enables dynamic adaptation. For example, runtime understanding of dynamic communication motivates live migration. Although live migration is often associated with fault tolerance, it can also be used for performance management [14]. Live migration is particularly enabled by virtualization since all state required for migration is closely linked. Previous work has shown that correctly mapping application ranks to actual network topology is essential for high-performance, but has typically dependent on programmer input [15], [16]. Runtime information can guide process migration, using hill-climbing or simulated annealing to gradually improve the configuration of a running job.

III. OPPORTUNITIES

The combination of virtualization, intelligent resource allocation, and dynamic adaptation present new opportunities for achieving high performance and low power in cloud-based exascale systems. For example, virtualization allows nodes to migrate to or connect to needed resources (e.g., GPUs) only when they are actually being used, even if the hypervisor gives the impression of having those resources always available. Such dynamic utilization can lead to substantial power savings and utilization improvements by statistical multiplexing — providing only enough actual resources such that the utilization will be 100% given that applications will not typically use such resources all of the time. Additionally, this option allows the scheduler to actually allocate a given resource or just present it to the user via binary translation, recompilation, or some other software compatibility mechanism. This can be an issue if it is more expensive to use the resource (because of data copying, availability, etc) than just to emulate it. Whether through binary translation or dynamic scheduling, running jobs in a virtualized platform can have the illusion of having their own private resources even if those resources are actually dynamically shared, under provisioned, or completely absent.

Although much previous work in high-performance computing has sought to minimize OS activity [17], [18], many new workloads will actually benefit from having OS-controlled resources such as I/O devices closely engaged with computation. For example, big data analysis depends on both complex graph-processing algorithms and timely delivery of high-bandwidth data [19]. This observation suggests that some applications would benefit from having full-fledged OS while others would prefer trimmed OSes. Virtualization can provide this combination of features by combining a lightweight OS substrate with VM-specific OSes tuned to application needs.

Even within the scope of workloads that depend on heavyweight OS, different applications have vastly different needs [20]. For example, applications with complex communication structures benefit from network policies that emphasize low latency (e.g., disabling the Nagle algorithm [21]) while those dominated by bulk transfers prefer to minimize the interrupt overhead of acknowledgments (e.g., by receive offload). The hypervisor naturally provides isolation between the differently-tuned OSes running in subsections of the machine to minimize platform-wide interference.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper contends that the virtualization and management features of cloud systems make them an ideal design point for exascale OS and runtime. We specifically consider utilizing cost-based resource allocation and dynamic adaptation to improve computational throughput, power, and utilization. We show that recent work illustrates the viability of virtualization technologies in an HPC environment and the potential for energy savings when proper resource utilization is realized. This proposed research represents a unique and novel shift beyond current HPC technologies and will enable exascale for a broader class of applications.

V. ASSESSMENT

- Challenges Addressed: resource management and adaptation for performance, utilization, and power efficiency
- Maturity: Grounded in large-scale cloud deployments found throughout industry (e.g. Google, Amazon, Microsoft).
- Uniqueness: Cost-based resource allocation and dynamic adaptation combine with lightweight, high performance virtualization in a heterogeneous environment to drastically shift the design of a usable exascale system.
- Novelty: Exploits new opportunities enabled by cloud
- Applicability: Managed HPC cloud potentially lowers the barrier of entry for today’s scientists and researchers using supercomputing technologies
- Effort: Near-term efforts focus on improving the applicability of virtualization by minimizing overhead and supporting live migration. Advances in virtual machine snapshotting will drastically improve migration times. Heterogeneous resource allocation and dynamic adaptation mechanisms will be explored. Long term goals include system-wide support for resiliency and performance management.
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